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CBD FOOD

CBD products continue to rise in popularity in all legalized markets The

number of benefits one can reap from a few milligrams in a single serving is

life-changing for so many people. Of course, the potency of a single serving

varies, but its effectiveness remains.

Despite the different all of the delicious and creative ways CBD can be used

and consumed, companies must also consider the intricacies of dietary

restrictions as people become more conscious of what they eat. This is why
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JUST CBD offers Vegan CBD Gummies for those who want to avoid animal

products while still benefiting from CBD.

JUST CBD's Vegan Hemp Gummies don't sacrifice flavor simply for the sake

of being vegan. The CBD is sourced from hemp farmers all over the United

States that don't use pesticides, so it's 100% organic, making it good for your

body, whether or not you're a vegan. Who says vegans can't have nice

things?

JUST CBD's gummies and other products do not contain the psychoactive

compound THC, so you can rest assured that you won't be feeling any kind of

high when taking these supplements. What you will enjoy from these yummy

gummies is the relaxing feeling it can give you before going to bed or the

calm you may need to get through the day.

These gummies can be swallowed, chewed like regular gummy bears, or

placed under your tongue to let the flavors (and CBD) seep into your mouth.

The CBD usually kicks in after about an hour, and these can be taken once

About JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies
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every six to eight hours as needed. In addition, these come in travel-sized,

300-milligram packs that you can keep in your pocket or bag wherever you

go. Each pack will set you back $19.99 and they come in a variety of flavors.

Although dragon fruit is considered one of the more alien-looking fruits on the

planet and may be unfamiliar to many, its flavor profile is sweet and

succulent, which also describes the Dragon Fruit flavor of JUST CBD Vegan

Gummies. If you're unaware, just imagine the combination of kiwi and a pear

- juicy, sweet, and refreshing.

Buy JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Dragon Fruit 300mg here.

1. JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Dragon Fruit 300mg

2. JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Exotic Fruit 300mg
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It's a tropical fruit affair when you dig into the Exotic Fruit flavor of JUST CBD

Vegan Gummies. Considered to be one of the best CBD edibles in the

market, this pack combines the flavors of passion fruit, apple, pineapple,

mango, and pomegranate in each gummy bear. With the Exotic Fruit flavor of

JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies, you're bound to imagine yourself lazing

on the beach, listening to lapping waves, to help you feel at ease in reality.

Buy the JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Exotic Fruit 300mg here.

3. JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Mixed Berries 300mg
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Although berries come in snack size already, the gummy version of all your

favorite berries - strawberry, blackberry, raspberry, and blueberry - is a

delightful alternative, especially when you need that CBD hit throughout the

day. Each gummy bear is loaded with a complex berry flavor profile that's like

an adult version of your kiddie gummy supplement - it'll be hard to take just

one!

Buy JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Mixed Berries 300mg here.

4. JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Mixed Fruit 300mg
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If you're a sucker for all kinds of fruit, then there's no denying you'll love JUST

CBD's Vegan Hemp Gummies in Mixed Fruit flavor. Apple, orange, peach,

and sour cherry are the primary flavors that stand out in this CBD gummy

that's sure to give you a mental boost at any time in the day.

Buy JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Mixed Fruit 300mg here.

5. JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Strawberry Champagne
300mg
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If you're feeling luxurious, JUST CBD's Strawberry Champagne Vegan

Gummies feels like a top-shelf kind of treat. No judgment though - what's

wrong with getting a little fancy for a daily perk-me-up anyway? The rich

flavor tastes like an actual strawberry you'd be tempted to drop into a glass of

champagne to wind down after a long day before heading off to a well-

deserved, restful sleep.

Buy JUST CBD Vegan Hemp Gummies - Strawberry Champagne

300mghere.

JUST CBD is slashing 20% off your orders when you use the code VEGAN

upon checkout! Enjoy the holiday season with JUST CBD's discounts lined up

from November 25 to December 18, 2020:

Get 20% Off All Orders Under $50 with Code ELF

Get 25% Off All Orders $50+ with Code REINDEER

Get 30% Off All Orders $100+ with Code SANTA
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Get into good spirits when you order your vegan CBD gummies from
JUST CBD here.
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